Introduction {#sec1}
============

Two-dimensional (2D) materials have aroused widespread attention with excellent electronic, optical, magnetic properties, and extensive application prospect owing to the quantum confinement effect. However, grain boundaries in 2D films could degrade their mechanical and electrical behaviors ([@bib1]). Two-dimensional atomic single crystals (2DASCs) can avoid these issues and are valuable for their future studies and practical applications in optics and electronics. Layered 2DASCs with strong covalent bonds in each atomic layer and weak van der Waals (vdW) interactions between the layers exhibit layer-dependent properties ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]), whereas non-layered 2DASCs with intrinsic covalent bonds may bring up more exotic properties and advanced functionalities that cannot be achieved in higher dimensionalities. Additionally, different phases and chemical compositions of 2DASCs have a great influence on their electronic structures and properties. From this point of view, precise synthesis of 2DASCs is necessary for exploring the structure-property correlations and further achieving the modulation of properties as expected. Herein, "precise synthesis" denotes that the thickness, phase, and chemical composition of 2DASCs would be well regulated during the synthesis process. Recently, researchers have made significant breakthroughs in the precise vapor-phase synthesis of 2DASCs in scalable and controllable ways, which are illustrated in [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Herein, we give a comprehensive review of the recent developments in the precise synthesis of 2DASCs. We elaborate on the fundamental growth mechanism of 2DASCs and discuss the strategies toward the accurate control of layer number, phase, chemical composition of layered 2DASCs, and thickness of non-layered 2DASCs. We also list several key challenges and opportunities in the precise vapor-phase synthesis of 2DASCs and suggest the solutions to further promote developments in this important field.Table 1Summary of Single Crystals of Graphene, *h*-BN, and AntimoneneLayered 2DASCsSynthesis MethodLayer NumberDomain SizeReferenceGrapheneCVD on CuMonolayer\
Bilayer5.0 mm\
300.0 μm[@bib38]CVD on CuBilayer300.0--550.0 μm[@bib51]*h*-BNCVD on CuMonolayer\
1.0 nm35.0 μm^2^[@bib40]CVD on Fe/SiO~2~/SiMonolayer\
\<0.4 nm0.3 mm[@bib82]CVD on Cu--Ni alloyMonolayer\
0.4 nm7,500.0 μm^2^[@bib42]AntimoneneVdWE on mica10 atomic layers\
4.0 nm5.0--10.0 μm[@bib83]Table 2Summary of Other Layered 2DASCsLayered 2DASCsSynthesis MethodPhase/Crystal StructureElectronic CharacteristicsLayer NumberDomain SizeReferenceMoS~2~CVT on mica2HSemiconductor\
1.86 eVMonolayer\
0.80 nm30.00--60.00 μm[@bib54]LPCVD on soda-lime glass2HSemiconductor\
1.88 eVMonolayer\
0.77 nm400.00 μm[@bib84]K-assisted CVD on mica1T′\
2HMetal (1T′)\
Semiconductor (2H) 1.83 eVMonolayer\
0.90 nm (1T′)\
0.70 nm (2H)--[@bib59]Reverse-flow CVD on SiO~2~/Si2H (AB)\
3R (AA)Semiconductor\
1.80 eVBilayer\
1.40 nm300.00 μm[@bib18]MoSe~2~CVD on molten glass2HSemiconductor\
1.29 eVMonolayer\
0.97 nm2.50 mm[@bib15]MoTe~2~Iodine mediated\
CVD on SiO~2~/Si1T′--Monolayer\
1.00 nm46.90 μm[@bib60]CVD on SiO~2~/Si1T′--Monolayer\
0.80 nm--[@bib85]CVD on various substrates1T′\
2HSemiconductor\
1.10 eV (2H)Few layers (5.00--6.00 nm)A few tens of micrometers[@bib58]CVD on SiO~2~/Si1T′SemimetalMonolayer1.00 mm[@bib61]VdWE on mica3RSemiconductor 1.00 eV9.00 nm--[@bib86]WTe~2~CVD on SiO~2~/Si1T′SemimetalMonolayer350.00 μm[@bib61]WS~2~CVD on Au2HSemiconductor\
2.02 eVMonolayer\
0.95 nmMillimeter-size[@bib26]WSe~2~Cu-assisted self-limited CVD on W film2HSemiconductor\
1.63 eVMonolayer\
0.73 nm1.33 mm^2^ s^−1^[@bib45]TiSe~2~CVT on sapphire1TMetal3.00--8.00 nm4.00--10.00 μm[@bib12]ZrS~2~LPCVD on *h*-BN1TSemiconductorMonolayer\
1.00 nm1.00--3.00 μm[@bib87]HfS~2~VdWE on mica1TSemiconductor\
1.45 eVMonolayer\
0.68 nm--[@bib46]HfSe~2~CVD on c-plane sapphire1TSemiconductor 1.94 eVMonolayer\
0.62 nm--[@bib88]TaS~2~CVD on Au2HSemiconductor15.00 nm20.00 μm[@bib89]TaSe~2~CVD on Au2HMetalMonolayer\
0.80 nm3.00--20.00 μm[@bib90]ReSe~2~CVD on Au1TSemiconductor\
1.20 eVMonolayer\
0.90 nm2.00--20.00 μm (long edge)[@bib25]NiTe~2~CVD on SiO~2~/Si1TMetalMonolayer\
to multilayers\
0.90, 1.60, 2.30, 2.90, 3.50, 4.10, 4.80 nm5.00--440.00 μm[@bib52]PtSe~2~CVT on mica1T1.70 eV (1L),\
0.52 eV (2L),\
0.13 eV (3L)1--20 layers10.00--50.00 μm[@bib55]PtTe~2~CVD on SiO~2~/Si1TSemimetal1.80--20.00 nm80.00 μm[@bib53]SnS~2~CVD on SiO~2~/SiHexagonalSemiconductor\
2.77 eV1.10 nm--[@bib80]SnSe~2~VdWE on mica--Semiconductor\
1.73 eVBilayer\
1.50 nm40.00 μm[@bib91]Cu~2~SSuper-cooling CVD on SiO~2~/Siβ--Bilayer\
1.80 nm20.00 μm[@bib92]GaSeVdWE on micaHexagonalSemiconductorMonolayer\
0.80 nmTens of micrometers[@bib93]Vapor phase mass transport on SiO~2~--Semiconductor 3.30 eVTwo or three layers\
2.00 nmTens of micrometers[@bib94]InSeVdWE on micaϵ hexagonal\
γ rhombohedralSemiconductor\
2.40 eV (one layer)\
1.92 eV (two layers)Monolayer\
0.84 nm250.00 μm[@bib95]CoSeCVD on SiO~2~/SiTetragonalMetal2.30 nm20.00 μm[@bib96]SnSCVD on SiO~2~/SiOrthorhombicSemiconductor\
1.26 eV12.10 nm--[@bib80]SnSeVdWE on micaOrthorhombicSemiconductor6.00--40.00 nm1.00--6.00 μm[@bib97]In~2~S~3~VdWE on micaβ Tetragonal (defective spinel)Semiconductor\
2.02 eV1.50 nm10.00 μm[@bib98]In~2~Se~3~VdWE on micaHexagonal (simple hexagonal, superlattice)Semiconductor\
1.26 eV (simple hexagonal) Metal (superlattice)1 quintuple layer (QL), 1.30 nm\
2 QL, 2.30 nm\
3 QL, 3.30 nmSeveral to hundreds of micrometers[@bib99]PVD on SiO~2~/SiαSemiconductor\
1.55 eVMonolayer\
1.00 nm10.00 μm[@bib100]Bi~2~Te~3~Catalyst-free vapor-solid (VS) growth on SiO~2~/SiRhombohedralSemiconductor4 QL 4.08 nm--[@bib101]Bi~2~Se~3~4 QL 3.96 nmBi~2~O~2~SeVdWE on mica--Semiconductor 0.80 eVMonolayer\
0.80 nm\>0.20 × 0.20 mm^2^[@bib102]Ga~2~In~4~S~9~Liquid-alloy-assisted CVD on mica--Semiconductor\
2.76 eVBilayer\
2.40 nmTens of micrometers[@bib103]Table 3Summary of 2DASCs of Alloyed TMDsTMD AlloysComponent Ratio (x)Preparation DetailStructure FeatureBandgapReferenceMo~1--x~W~x~S~2~x = 0--1.00The reaction of MoO~3--x~ and WCl~6~ with S by LPCVDMonolayer\
Domain size 5.00 μmDirect bandgaps by altering W proportion[@bib68]The reaction of MoO~3~ and WO~3~ with SMonolayer\
Edge lengths from a few to dozens of micrometers1.83--1.97 eV[@bib69]MoS~2x~Se~2(1--x)~x = 0--0.68The reaction of MoO~3~ with S and Se using a simple moving source thermal evaporation methodBilayer\
Thickness 1.65 nm1.36--1.51 eV[@bib74]MoS~2(1--x)~Se~2x~x = 0.41--1.00The reaction of MoSe~2~ and MoS~2~ with SeMonolayer\
Thickness 0.80 nm\
Domain size 10.00--20.00 μm1.86--1.55 eV[@bib73]MoS~2x~Se~2(1--x)~x = 0--1.00The reaction of MoO~3~ with S and SeBilayer to trilayer Thickness 1.65--2.29 nm\
Domain size 80.00 μm1.29--1.53 eV[@bib70]The reaction of MoO~3~ with S and SeMonolayer\
Thickness 0.80 nm\
The edge lengths from a few to dozens of micrometers1.55--1.97 eV[@bib69]WS~2(1--x)~Se~2x~x = 0.18, 0.30 and 0.40The reaction of WO~3~ with S and SeMonolayer\
Thickness 0.92 nm\
Domain size 26.00 μm1.92--1.79 eV[@bib71]WS~2x~Se~2--2x~x = 0--1.00The reaction of WS~2~ and WSe~2~Monolayer\
Thickness 0.86 nm (x = 0.668)1.98--1.65 eV[@bib72]Table 4Summary of Non-layered 2DASCsNon-layered 2DASCsSynthesis MethodCharacteristicsThicknessDomain SizeReferenceMo~2~CThe reaction of methane and Cu foil on Mo foil as the substrateSuperconductor6.70 nm\>100.00 μm[@bib104]CVD on graphene with a Mo-Cu alloySuperconductor8.32 nm100.00 μm[@bib105]GeHalide-assisted self-limited CVD growth on SiO~2~/SiSemiconductor\
0.67 eV8.50 nm--[@bib76]GaNSurface-confined nitridation reaction on GaSemiconductor\
3.76 eV4.10 nm50.00 μm[@bib75]CuIPVD on SiO~2~/SiSemiconductor1.00 nmSeveral micrometers[@bib106]Mo~2~GaCConfined chemical reaction on Ga~2~O~3~Superconductor2.20 nm10.00 μm[@bib77]PbSVdWE on graphiteSemiconductor\
0.40 eV5.00--35.00 nm1.80--3.00 μm[@bib107]CdSVdWE on micaSemiconductor6.00 nm44.00 μm[@bib108]CdTeVdWE on micaSemiconductor\
1.55 eV5.00--15.00 nm5.00--11.00 μm[@bib14]Cr~2~S~3~VdWE on micaSemiconductorOne unit cell thick\
1.78 nm200.00 μm[@bib78]Confined-space CVD on mica2.50 nm40.00 μm[@bib109]CrSeVdWE on micaFerromagnetic\
Transition temperature close to 280 K2.50 nm150.00 μm[@bib79]CoSeCVD on SiO~2~/SiMetal3.70 nm40.00 μm[@bib96]CuIPVD on SiO~2~/SiSemiconductor1.00 nmSeveral micrometers[@bib106]

Growth Mechanism of 2DASCS {#sec2}
==========================

In-depth understanding of the growth mechanism of 2DASCs is instructive to regulate their growth process. In general, vapor-phase growth of 2DASCs involves three essential steps: evaporation and thermal decomposition of precursors; transport and migration of reactants; nucleation and growth of crystals.

Evaporation and Thermal Decomposition of Precursors {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------

The supply of reactants for the subsequent adsorption and surface reaction on the substrate originates from the evaporation or thermal decomposition of precursors, which is dependent on the state of precursors. Solid precursors initially evaporate when heated in the source zone. Both the melting point of precursors and the source zone temperature will affect this process. Decreasing their melting point can contribute to the evaporation and the release of reactant atoms or clusters. Taking the growth of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as an example, molten salts (NaCl, KCl, etc.) can reduce the melting point of precursors to promote their evaporation ([@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]). A library of 2D TMDs has been successfully synthesized by molten-salt-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) ([@bib8]). Besides, high source zone temperature can also accelerate the evaporation by increasing the saturation pressure of gasified precursors. For gaseous precursors, thermal decomposition initially occurs. The formation and population of the active species are influenced by the catalytic ability of the substrate and source zone temperature ([@bib9], [@bib10]). The melting point of precursors should be appropriate to maintain a continuous precursor supply. In addition, the chemical reactivity of precursors should be high and the electronegativity differences between precursors should be large to ensure chemical reaction between them.

Transport and Migration of Reactants {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------

Mass transport is realized via the diffusion of gaseous reactants from the source zone to the growth zone. Transport agent in chemical vapor transport (CVT) and carrier gas in CVD serve as transport medium, respectively. In the CVT process, based on Schafer\'s transport equation, the transport rate *J* can be described ([@bib11]) as:$$J \propto \frac{P_{i}}{\sum P_{i}} \cdot \frac{s}{l} \cdot {\bar{T}}^{0.75}$$where *P*~*i*~ is the partial pressure of the effective species, which relies on the amounts of transport agent; *s* and *l* are the cross section and length of the diffusion path, respectively; and $\bar{T}$ is the average temperature of the source zone and the growth zone. Therefore, to slow down the mass transport rate and enable the growth of 2DASCs in the CVT process ([@bib12]), we should minimize the concentration of transport agents or reactants, increase the length of diffusion while decrease the cross section of the diffusion path, and reduce the average temperature. The transport capability of a suitable transport agent should be low to reduce the growth rate of 2DASCs ([@bib12]). I~2~ is the most widely used for conventional CVT growth. However, it is not feasible for the growth of ultrathin TiSe~2~ owing to its relatively high transport ability. AgCl is suitable for the growth of 2D TiSe~2~ as it decomposes to produce Cl~2~ at a suitable temperature, allowing for slow mass transport ([@bib12]). As for the CVD growth, tuning the flow rate of carrier gas is crucial to control the mass flux, further influencing the mass transfer process. In the CVD process, low flow rate causes a relatively slow mass transfer process, whereas high flow rate leads to a fast mass transfer rate ([@bib13]).

When the reactant atoms reach the substrate surface, they are captured by the substrate as adatoms. The adatoms will migrate along the surface, and the migration coefficient (*D*~*m*~) can be expressed as:$$D_{m} \propto e^{- \frac{E_{m}}{kT}}$$where *k* is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the substrate temperature, and *E*~*m*~ is the migration barrier energy of adatoms ([@bib14]). According to the above-mentioned formula, the migration rate of adatoms is inversely proportional to the migration energy barrier. It is necessary to choose substrates with small migration energy barrier to promote the migration of adatoms on the substrate. Mica without dangling bonds can facilitate rapid migration of adatoms and fast lateral crystal growth on it owing to small migration energy barrier of adatoms along the surface ([@bib14]). Besides, the thermal ionic motion in the molten glass causes the fluctuation of interatomic distance and weakens the interactions between adatoms and growth substrates, lowing the migration barrier energy of adatoms to speed up the migration ([@bib15]).

Nucleation and Growth of Crystals {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------

The adatoms segregate on the substrate surface. When their concentration reaches a critical supersaturation level, nucleation happens ([@bib16]). Based on the nucleation model of the vapor phase deposition, the nucleation probability is inversely proportional to the substrate temperature ([@bib17]). Elevating the substrate temperature can reduce the nucleation rate and facilitate good regulation of the nuclei formation. Besides, precise control of the nucleation density is favorable to guide the further crystal growth. According to the equation ([@bib16]),$$N_{S}^{3} \approx Pe^{\frac{G^{\ast}}{kT}}$$where *N*~*s*~ is the saturation nucleation density, *G∗* is the nucleation barrier, and *P* is the partial pressure of the precursor; the nucleation density is inversely proportional to the temperature, so an increase in the temperature leads to a reduction of the nucleation density. After the nucleation, more reactants would diffuse to the edge of the nuclei and subsequently attach to the edge of the lattice for crystal growth. The Arrhenius equation is as follows:$$k = Ae^{- \frac{E}{RT}}$$where *k* is the reaction constant, *R* is the gas constant, *T* is the reaction temperature, *E* is the activation energy of decomposition, and *A* is the pre-exponential factor. It is concluded from this equation that increasing the reaction temperature can enhance the growth rate. Furthermore, the nucleation and growth of crystals can be modulated via introducing active elements. For instance, hydrogen can etch away unstable nuclei, terminate any broken or dangling bonds, and saturate the active edge of as-grown crystals, preventing further growth ([@bib18]). In addition, hydrogen saturation can stabilize graphene edges by reducing the detachment rates of carbon-containing species ([@bib19]). Oxygen can suppress the nucleation by eliminating unstable nuclei ([@bib20]).

Furthermore, the growth of 2DASCs is influenced by substrates. 2DASCs grown on c-plane sapphire with specific lattice orientation and surface terraces show a specific orientation ([@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]). Mica with an atomically smooth surface is perfect for van der Waals epitaxy (vdWE). The lattice mismatch is significantly reduced owing to weak vdW interactions between the grown crystals and the substrate. Monolayer MX~2~ (M = Re, W; X = Se, S) crystals can be grown on Au with low solubility and high catalytic activity ([@bib26], [@bib24], [@bib25]). Self-limiting growth of 2DASCs can be realized by utilizing the phase transition of liquid metals ([@bib27]). In addition, when the adhesive force of substrate surface is stronger than the cohesive force of adatom, layer grows. On the contrary, island growth occurs. Therefore, when selecting a suitable substrate for the growth of 2DASCs, the adhesive force of substrate surface and solubility should be taken into consideration.

Carrier gas also significantly influences the growth of 2DASCs ([@bib13], [@bib28])~.~ CVD growth of 2DASCs is more dictated by kinetics rather than thermodynamics with high flow rate. It ensures the attachment of precursors to the most active site at the edge of crystals, the formation of a good deal of nuclei, and the growth of thin, small crystals. In contrast, a low flow rate decreases the mass transfer and then slows down the nucleation and growth rate. As a result, thick crystals with large domain size are grown ([@bib13]).

Precise Synthesis of Layered 2DASCS {#sec3}
===================================

Layer Number Tuning {#sec3.1}
-------------------

A large number of layered 2DASCs exhibit layer-dependent properties due to vdW interlayer coupling. For the majority of TMDs, their band gap decreases with increasing layer number. For example, semiconducting MoS~2~, MoSe~2~, WS~2~, and WSe~2~ show a transition from indirect to direct bandgap when their thickness decreases from bulk to monolayer ([@bib29]). Great efforts have been devoted to controlling the layer number of layered 2DASCs down to monolayer and bilayer.

To grow monolayer graphene single crystals, it is necessary to efficiently suppress the carbon precipitation and prevent the inhomogeneous crystal growth via rationally designing growth substrates ([@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32]). The carbon solubility in the substrate influences the dissolution of active species ([@bib9]). For high-carbon-soluble metals, such as Ni, massive species would segregate from bulk metals and precipitate on the surface during cooling, leading to nonuniform multilayer graphene ([@bib33]). For those with low carbon solubility such as Cu, the active species for the nucleation and growth of graphene are dominated by the surface diffusion of the decomposed carbon sources, primarily leading to single-layer graphene ([@bib34], [@bib35]). Besides, a cooling rate significantly affects the segregation of carbon species from the substrate ([@bib36]) and monolayer graphene single crystals can be obtained with a low cooling rate ([@bib37]). Monolayer graphene single crystals can also be synthesized by raising the H~2~/CH~4~ molar ratio ([@bib37], [@bib38]), as a continuous supply of the active carbon species from pyrolysis of CH~4~ can sustain the graphene growth, and H~2~ decomposes to form active atomic hydrogen, acting as an etching agent to graphene. The growth of hexagonal boron nitride (*h*-BN) on Cu is mainly surface mediated ([@bib39], [@bib40]). In contrast, the growth on Ni is neither surface limited nor dominated by segregation and precipitation of B and N, but rather depends on the surface chemistry of Ni--B and Ni--N ([@bib41]). Monolayer h-BN single crystals were grown on Cu--Ni alloy with 10--20 atom % Ni on the basis of the surface-mediated mechanism on Cu ([@bib42]).

Monolayer TMDs become principal building blocks in various optoelectronic devices owing to their direct bandgaps ([@bib29], [@bib43]). For the growth of monolayer TMDs, it is necessary to avoid segregation and precipitation processes for multilayer growth. For instance, Au can decrease the barrier energies for the sulfurization of WO~3~ ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), allowing a very low concentration of WO~3~ and S to grow monolayer WS~2~. Besides, owing to the low solubility of W in Au, the segregation and precipitation processes for growing multilayer crystal would not happen. Therefore, monolayer WS~2~ single crystals were grown on Au ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), following a self-limited surface-catalytic process ([@bib26]). The single-crystal nature of this large WS~2~ domain is confirmed by the nearly identical crystallographic orientations in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C. Similarly, monolayer ReSe~2~ single crystals were grown on Au ([@bib25]). Additionally, liquid soda-lime glass was employed as the substrate to trap the overflowing Mo source and suppress the precipitation, thus preventing the multilayer growth of MoS~2~ ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). The optical image of triangle-shaped monolayer MoS~2~ single crystals is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E ([@bib44]). The intrinsic single-crystal nature of MoS~2~ is verified by the only one set of diffraction spots of selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F. In addition, the vertical growth of TMDs is suppressed via occupying active sites of the surface. Cu is attached at the surface of WSe~2~, making W atoms only adsorb on the edge of monolayer crystals ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G) ([@bib45]). Consequently, the growth process was dominated by size enlargement rather than layer accumulation, obtaining monolayer WSe~2~ ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H). One set of diffraction pattern demonstrates the single crystallinity nature of the WSe~2~ crystal ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I). The growth of monolayer TMDs can also be enabled by promoting the lateral growth. The small migration energy barrier of Hf and S atoms on mica causes a high migration rate along the substrate, leading to fast lateral growth of monolayer HfS~2~ single crystals via vdWE ([@bib46]). In summary, for the growth of monolayer layered 2DASCs, one effective strategy is to prevent the segregation and precipitation processes for the multilayer growth. Another strategy is to avoid the vertical growth as well as promote the lateral growth.Figure 1Synthesis of Monolayer 2DASCs(A) Schematic of the initial state (IS) and the final state (FS) for the dissociation of S~2~ into two S atoms, S atom diffusion on Au (111) surface, and the calculated minimum energy paths for these two processes.(B) Optical image of monolayer single-crystal WS~2~ domains on Au foil.(C) Superimposed image of 12 SAED patterns taken from different parts of the same WS~2~ domain. Reprinted with permission from [@bib26]. Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group.(D) Schematic illustration of the growth process of monolayer MoS~2~ single crystals.(E) Optical image of monolayer MoS~2~ single crystals.(F) SAED pattern of the MoS~2~ crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib44]. Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.(G) Schematic diagram of the Cu-assisted self-limited growth process of monolayer WSe~2~ single crystals.(H) Optical image of monolayer WSe~2~ single crystals.(I) SAED pattern of the WSe~2~ crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib45]. Copyright 2016, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Bilayer single crystals are important basic structures for the research of atomic interactions between single layers. Bilayer graphene (BLG) is a semiconductor with continuously tunable electronic bandgap and electrical properties by a vertical electric field ([@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49]). It is not readily achievable for BLG on Cu, as the catalytic behavior of Cu is passivated by monolayer graphene formed on the substrate and further decomposition of the carbon sources for the growth of multilayer graphene is prevented. A high H~2~/CH~4~ ratio was applied in a low-pressure CVD (LPCVD) process to partially expose the Cu surface and break the self-limiting effect of graphene growth on Cu, thus enabling the growth of BLG ([@bib50]). There are two different stacking orders of layers in BLG. AA stacking refers to the twist angle of 0° and AB stacking refers to the twist angle of 30°. Importantly, high growth temperature and low pressure are favorable for the diffusion of the active carbon species to the lowest energy state, thus achieving AB-stacked graphene. Additionally, it is difficult for carbon species to diffuse across the edge of the first layer to participate in the growth of the second layer, as most of them may be captured by the first layer. Increasing the CH~4~/H~2~ ratio can elevate the supersaturation of carbon precursors and increase the possibility for the active species to cross the edge of the first layer, thus facilitating the growth of AB-stacked BLG single crystals ([@bib38]). Furthermore, an oxygen-rich Cu pocket was utilized in growing AB-stacked BLG single crystals, as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B. Oxygen is required for dehydrogenation of CH~x~ so that carbon can diffuse through the Cu foil for the second layer growth on the exterior surface. In other words, oxygen activates hydrocarbon molecule dissociation and opens up the kinetic pathway for BLG growth. The first-layer graphene growth followed the surface-mediated mechanism, and the second layer was produced by the diffused carbon atoms from the interior ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib51]).Figure 2Synthesis of Bilayer 2DASCs(A) Illustration of dynamic growing processes of the bilayer graphene from the interior to exterior surfaces of the Cu pocket.(B) Optical image of the bilayer graphene domain. Reprinted with permission from [@bib51]. Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.(C) Schematic illustration of the reverse-flow chemical vapor epitaxy process for bilayer MoS~2~ single crystals.(D) Optical image of the bilayer MoS~2~ single crystals. Reprinted with permission from [@bib18]. Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group.

Bilayer TMDs crystals are attractive for applications in thin-film transistors, logic devices, and sensors owing to their high density of states, carrier mobility, and stability at room temperature. To grow bilayer TMDs, it is essential to ensure the second layer growth from the nucleation centers on the first layer and hinder further multilayer growth by avoiding new nucleation centers. The reverse carrier gas flow N~2~/H~2~ from the substrate to the source can prevent unintended precursor supply to suppress new nucleation centers on the first layer of MoS~2~ crystal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@bib18]). Additionally, H~2~ can prevent the lateral growth by saturating the dangling bonds of the first layer and slightly etch away nucleation sites on the substrate. Therefore, the source vapor can migrate on the substrate surface and reach the first-layer surface. As a result, the second layer was grown from the activated nucleation centers of the first one. Bilayer MoS~2~ with triangle and hexagon shapes can be observed on the substrate ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). Furthermore, the AA (twist angle of 0°) and AB (twist angle of 60°) stacking orders of the bilayer crystals are decided by their stability and thermodynamic energy ([@bib18]). To sum up, several effective methods can be utilized to synthesize bilayer 2DASCs. The possibility for the active species to cross the edge of the first layer should be increased. In addition, new nucleation centers should be avoided to ensure the second-layer growth from existing nucleation centers on the first layer.

Besides, TMDs single crystals with tunable layer numbers can be synthesized via controlling the growth temperature ([@bib52]). Low substrate temperature makes the growth kinetically controlled and accelerates the nucleation rate. Therefore, the source atoms were quickly added to the fastest growth front dominated by edge energetics, obtaining thin crystals. In comparison, at high substrate temperature, the growth is more thermodynamically controlled, leading to a low nucleation rate to produce thick crystals ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the as-grown NiTe~2~ crystals at different temperatures confirm a systematic thickness evolution from monolayer to seven layers. The SAED patterns in the insets of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B show a single set of diffraction spots, suggesting the single-crystal nature of the as-grown sample. Similarly, PtTe~2~ single crystals with tunable layer numbers were synthesized ([@bib53]). Besides, layer-controlled growth of TMDs single crystals can be achieved by lowing the transport rate. Monolayer MoS~2~ crystals were grown by using I~2~ as a transport agent in the CVT process ([@bib54]). The concentration of Mo source in the gas phase was reduced, and the temperature gradient was enlarged to slow down the transport process and dramatically decrease the growth rate. Similarly, PtSe~2~ crystals with controlled layer numbers were obtained with KCl as a transport agent in CVT process, as illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C ([@bib55]). [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D shows the triangular-shaped PtSe~2~ crystals, and the SAED patterns confirm their single-crystalline nature. In short, the layer number of 2DASCs can be precisely adjusted by controlling the growth temperature or modulating the transport rate of the source.Figure 3Synthesis of 2DASCs with Tunable Layer Numbers(A) Evolution of the thickness (inset) of NiTe~2~ single crystals obtained at different temperatures.(B) HRTEM image of the NiTe~2~ crystals (inset shows the corresponding SAED pattern). Reprinted with permission from [@bib52]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.(C) Illustration of the layer-controlled synthesis of PtSe~2~ single crystals by CVT method.(D) Optical image of 2D single-crystal PtSe~2~ domains. Reprinted with permission from [@bib55]. Copyright 2019, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Phase Selecting {#sec3.2}
---------------

Variations in the atomic arrangement or symmetry of 2D TMDs could induce the variety in their properties. TMDs exhibit different electronic characters, including metallic, semimetallic, semiconducting, and superconducting behavior, which are highly dependent on their phases. Precise phase control of 2D TMDs is a vital issue in future research and applications. Trigonal prismatic (1H) phase and octahedral (1T) phase of TMDs are based on different combinations of metal and chalcogen atoms. In addition, there are two different stacking ways for 1H-TMDs, namely, hexagonal symmetry (2H phase) and rhombohedral symmetry (3R phase) ([@bib56]). Owing to different filling electrons of d orbitals of transition metals, 1T phase would evolve into two variants, including the distorted octahedral (1T′) and orthorhombic (T~d~, under low temperature or high pressure) phases. Generally, 2D TMDs prefer to exist in the form of the most thermodynamically stable phase, whereas 2D metastable-phase ones are difficult to obtain owing to their higher formation energy. The formation energy barrier of metastable-phase TMDs should be overcome to synthesize metastable-phase crystals. Herein, several strategies to achieve this goal are summarized.

Pure phase synthesis can be achieved via slightly changing the growth temperature (T~G~) owing to small differences in ground-state energy between several phases. For instance, the energy difference per formula unit between 2H-MoTe~2~ and 1T′-MoTe~2~ is ∼0.03 eV ([@bib57]). Therefore, it is necessary to accurately control T~G~. As shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, few-layer 1T′-MoTe~2~ crystals were grown at T~G~ = 710°C. In contrast, at T~G~ = 670°C, few-layer 2H-MoTe~2~ ones were obtained ([@bib58]). The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) images display different atomic structures of 2H- and 1T′-MoTe~2~, respectively. The STM image in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B shows that the layers of 1T′-MoTe~2~ are periodically corrugated along the *a* axis and the Mo atoms occupy deformed Te octahedra. In contrast, the sandwiches Te-Mo-Te, which are built of trigonal prisms, are perpendicular to the hexagonal *c* axis ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 4Pure Phase Synthesis of 2D TMDs Single Crystals(A) Illustration of phase-selective synthesis of 2H- or 1Tʹ-MoTe~2~ through temperature control.(B and C) STM topography images of 2H-MoTe~2~ and 1Tʹ-MoTe~2~, respectively. Reprinted with permission from [@bib58]. Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group.(D) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of 2H- or 1Tʹ-MoS~2~ by controlling the formation energy. The inset plots below display the difference in the formation energy between 1Tʹ- and 2H-K~x~MoS~2~ as a function of K concentration.(E) Atomically resolved filtered STEM images of 1Tʹ-MoS~2~ flakes. Insets of E, SAED patterns of 1T′-MoS~2~ single-crystal flakes.(F) Atomically resolved filtered STEM images of 2H-MoS~2~ flakes. Insets of F, SAED patterns of 2H-MoS~2~ single crystals. Reprinted with permission from [@bib59]. Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group.

Pure phase synthesis can also be realized by decreasing the formation energy of metastable-phase intermediates. For phase control of MoS~2~, the relative stabilities of two intermediates, namely, 1T′- and 2H-K~x~MoS~2~ can be changed by adjusting the K concentration under a reductive and inert atmosphere, respectively ([@bib59]). When the K concentration reaches over 44%, 1T′-K~x~MoS~2~ is more stable than 2H-K~x~MoS~2~ ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). As a result, monolayer 1T′-MoS~2~ crystals were obtained in H~2~ atmosphere, which is verified by zigzag chains with a shortest Mo--Mo distance ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E) and the superstructure in the SAED patterns (inset of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). Monolayer 2H-MoS~2~ crystals were also grown in Ar atmosphere, as confirmed by the atomically resolved high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F and the SAED patterns (inset of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). Moreover, the formation energy of 1T′-MoTe~2~ can be reduced by iodine ([@bib60]). It is theoretically calculated that the iodine-adsorbed 1T′-MoTe~2~ is more stable than iodine-adsorbed 2H-MoTe~2~. The 1T′ phase can also be stabilized with the enlarged bond length of Mo--Te by I~2~, lowering the energy of the 1T′ phase and facilitating its synthesis. Additionally, monolayer and few-layer 1T′-MoTe~2~ and 1T′-WTe~2~ crystals have been grown with KCl or NaCl, respectively ([@bib61]). Volatile MoO~2~Cl~2~ (WO~2~Cl~2~) and MoOCl~4~ (WO~2~Cl~2~) were produced during the reaction of the halides with Mo (W) precursor, and the reaction with Te was accelerated. In summary, to synthesize metastable-phase 2D TMDs, it is essential to differentiate the relatively small difference in the ground-state energy between metastable and stable phase via accurately tuning temperature or decreasing the formation energy of metastable-phase intermediates.

Chemical Composition Controlling {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------

Chemical composition controlling can tune the properties of 2DASCs to supplement their intrinsic properties. Chemical composition tuning includes atomic doping and alloying. For heteroatom doping, the dopant atoms are incorporated into the crystal lattice of 2D TMDs via either replacing the lattice atoms or squeezing into the interstitial sites of the lattice. In principle, the doping concentration should be lower than a certain percentage to ensure that the intrinsic crystal structure of the host materials is not altered by the dopants. The band structure of the doped 2DASCs could be modulated by accurately adjusting dopant type and doping level. It is important to choose an appropriate precursor to realize ordered doping ([@bib62]). In contrast, in alloyed 2DASCs, one of the elements is partially substituted by another element, with the crystal structures remaining homogeneous. Compared with that in heteroatom doping, the percentage of substitution in 2D alloyed TMDs can be flexibly tunable.

Atomic doping of 2D TMDs crystals can be realized via slow and steady precursor supply during the CVD growth. Monolayer MoS~2~ crystals doped by rare-earth element were grown via a matrix-assisted sustained-release CVD method, as illustrated in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A ([@bib63]). During the CVD process, Eu~2~O~3~ was transformed into volatile EuCl~3~ with the promotion of NaCl. On the other hand, silicate was produced to continuously release Eu. A sustainable supply of Eu contributes to the doping of MoS~2~ crystals, regardless of the significant difference between the covalent radius of Eu and Mo. The HAADF-STEM image in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B confirms the existence of Eu in the crystal. Besides, monolayer MoS~2~ crystals can be doped by utilizing (Co, Cr)-co-doped MoO~3~ and S as precursors via CVD method, as displayed in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C ([@bib64]). This method contributes to the homogeneous distribution of Co, Cr, and MoO~3~ at the molecular level. Co and Cr atoms entering the lattice of MoO~3~ are likely to adopt a similar coordination structure to that of Mo atoms. Consequently, (Co, Cr)-MoS~2~ crystals can be obtained without the precipitation of Co and Cr from the MoS~2~ monolayers. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D shows the location of Cr and Co atoms within the crystal, confirming the doping of Co and Cr in it. Furthermore, a metal foil such as Fe, Cu, or Ni was utilized as precursor for growing monolayer donor-doped MoSe~2~ (D-MoSe~2~) crystals ([@bib65]). As displayed in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, different repeating intervals between the SAED patterns of the doped and pristine single crystal reveal distinct lattice structures. The HAADF-STEM image in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F shows the doping site of monolayer D-MoSe~2~ crystal at the atomic scale, and the precise positions are marked by circles. In brief, doping of 2DASCs can be realized via the continuous and steady supply of precursor containing the doping elements during the CVD process.Figure 5Doping of 2D TMDs Single Crystals(A) Illustration of the growth of monolayer MoS~2~ single crystals doped with Eu.(B) HAADF-STEM atomic image of the monolayer MoS~2~ single crystals doped with Eu. Reprinted with permission from [@bib63]. Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.(C) Schematic of the CVD process of MoS~2~ monolayers doped with Co and Cr.(D) HAADF-STEM image of (Co, Cr)-MoS~2~ monolayer single crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib64]. Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group.(E) SAED patterns of the pristine MoSe~2~ and D-MoSe~2~ single crystals.(F) HAADF-STEM image of the monolayer donor-doped MoSe~2~ single crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib65]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Alloying is useful in adjusting electronic structures and lattice parameters of 2D TMDs crystals ([@bib66]). The valence band position in TMDs is generally contributed by the d-orbital of the metal and the valence electron of chalcogenides ([@bib67]). In 2D alloyed TMDs, chalcogenide or metal is partially substituted by another one, modulating the bandgap and related optical properties. 2D alloyed TMDs crystals can be achieved with precursors containing the doping metal or chalcogenides via CVD method. So far, two types of 2D TMD alloys, i.e., M~x~M′~1−x~X~2~ and MX~x~X′~2(1−x)~, have been prepared, as summarized in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.

In the M~x~M′~1−x~X~2~-type alloy, one of the transition metal elements is partially substituted by another one. For example, volatile WCl~6~ makes the growth temperature of WS~2~ close to that of MoS~2~. Therefore, MoO~3~ and WCl~6~ can be simultaneously utilized as sources to grow monolayer Mo~1−x~W~x~S~2~ crystals by LPCVD ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A) and the Mo/W ratio can be tailored by tuning the MoO~3~ and WCl~6~ supplies ([@bib68]). As illustrated in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B, the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mappings reveal the homogeneous distributions of Mo, W, and S in the crystal, and the SAED pattern (inset of [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B) confirms that the as-grown Mo~1−x~W~x~S~2~ are single crystals. Monolayer Mo~1−x~W~x~S~2~ single crystals with fully tunable composition can also be grown by the sulfuration of MoO~3~ and WO~3~ in a CVD furnace ([@bib69]).Figure 6Alloying of 2D TMDs Single Crystals(A) Schematic of the setup for the growth of Mo~1−x~W~x~S~2~ single crystals.(B) HAADF-STEM image and EDS element mappings of the Mo~1−x~W~x~S~2~ crystals. The SAED pattern (the inset of B) reveals the single-crystal nature of the crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib68]. Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.(C) Schematic of the setup for the growth of MoS~2x~Se~2(1−x)~ single crystals.(D) HRTEM image and its SAED pattern (inset) of single-crystal MoS~2x~Se~2(1--x)~ domains. Reprinted with permission from [@bib70]. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.(E) Schematic of the setup for the lateral growth of composition graded atomic layer MoS~2(1−x)~Se~2x~ nanosheets.(F) Typical TEM image, 2D elemental mapping, and HRTEM images of the obtained 2D MoS~2(1−x)~Se~2x~ single crystals with lateral graded composition. Reprinted with permission from [@bib74]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

2D MX~x~X′~2(1−x)~-type single crystals with varying x values have been prepared via the CVD method as well. 2D MoS~2x~Se~2(1−x)~ crystals were grown by the sulfidation/selenylation of MoO~3~ using one-step temperature gradient-assisted CVD route in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C ([@bib70]). High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D demonstrates the single-crystalline nature of the 2D structures. The SAED pattern in the inset of [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D displays their hexagonal symmetry structures. Similar fabrication processes were also adopted to obtain monolayer WS~2(1--x)~Se~2x~ single crystals ([@bib71]). Moreover, monolayer WS~2x~Se~2(1−x)~ crystals with fully tunable compositions can also be obtained by using WS~2~ and WSe~2~ as precursors ([@bib72]). The S/Se ratios in the as-grown crystals could be tuned by controlling the evaporation temperature of WS~2~ and WSe~2~. Similarly, the growth of monolayer MoS~2(1--x)~Se~2x~ (x = 0.41--1.00) alloys can be realized with MoS~2~ and MoSe~2~ as precursors ([@bib73]).

In addition to the fact that the chemical compositions vary among 2D single crystals of different alloyed TMDs, the atomic ratio in a specific 2D alloyed crystal can be tuned as well. Monolayer MoS~2(1−x)~Se~2x~ crystals were grown, and the composition was varied from the center to the edge of the crystal via a moving source thermal evaporation method ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E) ([@bib74]). The heating temperature of Se was gradually increased, followed by the decrease in the maintaining temperature of S. Thus, the lateral composition-graded alloy could be synthesized by controlling the ratio of vaporized precursors. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}F further shows the 2D elemental mapping for Mo, S, and Se, respectively, in a selected region of the crystal, suggesting uniform distribution of Mo across the whole area, with the main location of S at the center and dominant distribution of Se at the edge region. The elemental analyses further demonstrate that these alloys are laterally graded in composition. The SAED pattern of the crystal in the inset of [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}F shows a clearly defined single set of diffraction spots, further demonstrating its single-crystalline nature. The position-dependent photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the crystals verified a lateral composition variation. In summary, for obtaining 2D alloyed TMDs single crystals with different chemical compositions, it is necessary to tune the ratio of several precursors by controlling their evaporation, ensure steady and continuous precursor supply, and control the deposition of products during the growth.

Precise Synthesis of Non-layered 2DASCS {#sec4}
=======================================

For non-layered 2DASCs, their surfaces are filled with dangling bonds, rendering them highly chemically active and enhancing their capability of catalysis, sensing, and carriers transfer. Typical non-layered materials, III--VA group semiconductors, have both high carrier mobilities and direct bandgaps. However, it is challenging to achieve ultrathin non-layered 2DASCs owing to the naturally intrinsic covalent bonds. Several efforts have been devoted to achieving this goal.

Non-layered 2DASCs can be grown via reducing the precursor supply to confine the vertical crystal growth. The growth of 2D GaN crystals was limited on the surface of Ga--W solid solution owing to the stronger nitridation ability of W than Ga, as illustrated in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A. Therefore, the thickness of the crystal was well controlled down to 4.1 nm ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@bib75]). The SAED pattern in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C indicates the single-crystal nature of the GaN domain. Besides, non-layered 2DASCs can be achieved by confining the isotropic growth along with three-dimensional directions. Ultrathin single-crystal Ge flakes were grown as Cl prefers to adsorb on the (111) plane of the Ge surface ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D). The AFM image in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}E shows that the thickness of the Ge flake is as thin as 8.5 nm ([@bib76]). [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}F illustrates the SAED pattern, and the sharp spots also identify the single-crystalline structure and the preferential growth of (111) planes. Non-layered 2DASCs can be synthesized by rationally designing 2D templates as well. Recently, confined chemical reaction of ultrathin Mo~2~GaC single crystals was realized by designing a precise molecular scaffold, an ultrathin Ga~2~O~3~ layer ([@bib77]), which is initially one-unit-cell thick ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}G). AFM image in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}H confirms that the thickness of the crystal is around 2.2 nm, consistent with the value of the Mo~2~GaC unit cell. [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}I shows the SAED pattern of the crystal. Besides, the energy barrier of lateral growth along the substrate can also be decreased to obtain non-layered 2DASCs. For instance, the exposed (001) face of mica exhibits chemical inertness and atomically smooth surface. Consequently, the migration energy barrier of adatoms along the surface is small, facilitating rapid migration of adatoms and fast lateral growth of ultrathin Cr~2~S~3~, CdTe, and CrSe crystals via vdWE ([@bib14], [@bib78], [@bib79]). Overall, it is of great significance to suppress the vertical crystal growth, prevent the isotropic crystal growth in three dimensions, provide 2D templates, or facilitate the lateral growth along the substrate to achieve non-layered 2DASCs.Figure 7Synthesis of 2D Non-layered Single Crystals(A) Schematic illustration of the growth of ultrathin GaN single crystals on liquid metals via a surface-confined nitridation reaction.(B) AFM image of the 2D single crystal of GaN, and the inset is the thickness profile of the image.(C) SAED pattern of the 2D GaN single crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib75]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.(D) Schematic illustrating the growth of thin Ge single-crystal flakes on liquid metals via a halide-induced self-limited growth.(E) AFM image and thickness profile of an ultrathin single-crystal Ge flake.(F) SAED pattern of the 2D Ge single crystal. Reprinted with permission from [@bib76]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.(G) Schematic of the growth of 2D strong interlayer-bonding Mo~2~GaC single crystals by designing a molecular scaffold.(H) AFM image of the ultrathin single crystal of Mo~2~GaC.(I) A low-magnification HAADF-STEM image of a Mo~2~GaC single crystal and SAED pattern of the crystal (inset). Reprinted with permission from [@bib77]. Copyright 2019, Chinese Chemical Society.

Conclusion and Outlook {#sec5}
======================

In summary, this review provides insights into the growth process and growth mechanism of 2DASCs in vapor phase. Then recent achievements in the precise synthesis of layered 2DASCs are presented from three aspects, namely, layer number tuning, phase selecting, and chemical composition controlling. Furthermore, the synthesis of ultrathin non-layered 2DASCs is discussed in details. Herein, we outline several possible directions to further promote the developments in the precise synthesis of 2DASCs for practical applications.

Although some advances have been made in controlling the layer number of 2DASCs, it is still challenging to synthesize bilayer 2DASCs owing to uncontrollable nucleation centers on the second layer and further growth of multilayer. Bilayer graphene can be achieved by accurately controlling active carbon species supply during the segregation process for the growth of the second layer. For bilayer TMDs, new nucleation sites on the second layer should be prevented to avoid the growth of multilayer. Furthermore, research on the relationships between the layer number and the properties of 2DASCs is still hindered owing to the difficulty in growing crystals with tunable layer numbers ([@bib52], [@bib55]). It is imperative to develop a feasible and general method to achieve 2DASCs with continuously tunable layer numbers.

Controlling the phase of 2D TMDs through well-designed vapor growth methods will be the primary strategy in the future, as vapor growth methods such as CVD can achieve a good balance between considerable productivity and high quality of crystals. However, only the most stable phase can be obtained for many reported 2D TMDs. In this case, the proper design of precursors and growth promotors for synthesizing 2D metastable-phase TMDs is still required and urgent. Moreover, continuous efforts need to be made in pure phase synthesis of 2DASCs beyond TMDs to realize the potential of their properties ([@bib80]). Stability is also one of the most critical issues, as the metastable crystal structures might revert to the thermodynamically stable ones under the influence of elevated temperature or other external perturbations.

Besides, the distribution of heteroatoms in 2D heteroatom-doped TMDs crystals is usually random. It remains a challenge to accurately control the desired concentration and anchored position of dopant atoms in 2DASCs at the atomic level. Therefore, it is needed to ensure a steady supply and strictly tune the content of heteroatoms in precursors to realize doping with controllable concentration. However, owing to the same chemical environment for the element in a crystal lattice, fixed-point doping remains to be further explored, and novel approaches are urgently required. For alloying of 2DASCs, enriching the number of components would increase the freedom degree and provide more flexibility in tuning the bandgap. Even though a great deal of efforts have been devoted to the vapor growth of 2D ternary alloyed TMDs crystals, it is still challenging to grow 2D quaternary alloyed TMDs ones without destroying their crystal structures ([@bib81]). Alloyed TMDs are required to have similar lattice/electronic structures and negative formation energy.

Ultrathin non-layered single crystals with thickness even below 2 nm have been successfully synthesized. Scaling down the thickness to one atom and obtaining uniform wafer-scale 2D non-layered crystals will be the next direction. For this purpose, new synthesis strategies are highly desired to obtain 2D non-layered crystals with larger domain size and unavailable ultrathin non-layered crystals.

In summary, regardless of the fact that we have witnessed significant progress in the past few years, precise vapor-phase synthesis of 2DASCs is still very challenging but is really essential for further research and practical applications.
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